We consider integrals of products of Bessel functions and of spherical Bessel functions, combined with a Gaussian factor guaranteeing convergence at infinity. Explicit representations are obtained for the integrals, building on those in the 1992 paper by McPhedran, Dawes and Scott. Attention is paid to those sums with a distributive part arising as the Gaussian tends towards a constant. Taking this limit provides explicit analytic formulae for integrals which are difficult to evaluate numerically or otherwise, and whose interpretation has been contentious both in the literature of quantum mechanics and of electromagnetic scattering.
Introduction
An important problem of long standing in quantum mechanics and nanoscale photonics concerns the behaviour of resonant modes with complex propagation constants. We will be concerned here with the fundamental problem in which those resonant modes arise in the context of scattering of electromagnetic waves by a sphere [1] , but of course there has been a strong overlap between this vector problem and the scalar problem arising in quantum mechanical scattering [2, 3, 4, 5] . In both contexts, investigators have wished to employ analyses based on resonant modes, but have been worried by difficulties, real or apparent, arising from the behaviour of these modes at large distances from the scatterer, where the complex wave numbers give rise to divergent but oscillating wave functions which create problems when calculating energies or inner products. Some references to the difficulties attached to the problems in electromagnetic scattering, and to the applications which motivate their resolution, may be found in [6] - [7] .
The approach we follow here responds to a comment, or challenge, in the paper by Zel'dovich [3] . He notes that the absolute value of integrals associated with complex modes may be exponentially divergent at large distances, and that this cannot be remedied by exponential "kill" functions which go to zero at large distances, and which are turned off after a convergent answer is obtained. He then suggests the use of Gaussian "kill" functions, which can be turned off gradually by letting their width increase, but which for any finite width generate a well defined answer. He then prefers to follow a different approach, based on analytic continuation and perturbation theory. We propose to follow through the Gaussian approach here in all its details for the problem of Mie scattering, a procedure for which the authors propose the shorthand "Killing Mie softly".
The approach used relies extensively on analytic results obtained by McPhedran, Dawes and Scott [8] (hereafter referred to as MDS), which are summarised in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the details necessary for treating the limit as the Gaussian width tends to infinity, and derives a key formula giving delta-function terms which occur in some integrals. Section 4 further extends the results of McPhedran, Dawes and Scott [8] , giving more general results for certain Bessel products needed in later sections. Section 5 contains a discussion of spherical Bessel function integrals needed for the treatment of complex Mie scattering modes. It contains a numerical illustration of the effectiveness of the Gaussian "softly killing": see Fig. 4 and its discussion. Section 6 assembles the expressions and integrals relating to Mie theory for electric and magnetic type modes, and also establishes analytic results relevant to inner products and normalisation factors of modes.
The Results of McPhedran, Dawes and Scott
The basic integral of MDS [8] contains a product of Bessel functions J and Y :
where b is non-negative real and η is a positive real. The case of integer b is useful for scattering problems involving cylinders, while half-integer b is useful for scattering by spheres. This can be paired with an integral whose result is known (for example from Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [9] ):
MDS derive the following reduction formula for I JY (b, K, k, η):
or, scaling the integration variable,
In (3) the following finite-range integral has been introduced:
This integral may be expressed in terms of Scharofsky functions [10] , but is easily evaluated numerically.
Making the substitution v = 1/u in the integral, we find the symmetry relation
The second integral occurring in (3) can be evaluated in closed form using properties of Meier G functions, with
Here a = η/(Kk), and h −1,b denotes an associated Bessel function [11] , with the expansion:
Note the symmetry relation
Putting these elements together, the result of MDS is
or
The Case of Integer Index b
It will be noted that a difficulty arises with the result (11) if b is an integer, since the multiplying factor in h −1,b involves sin(πb) in its denominator. This can be overcome by the use of another associated Bessel function [11] :
We are interested in the case µ = −1, for which (12) simplifies to
Now
In (14) we use the analytic continuation expressions [12] (10.34):
The latter expression in (15) makes evident the branch-cut behaviour of the Macdonald function near the negative real axis. We collect all the terms in I b (1/2a) on the right-hand side of (14) , which cancel, leaving
Hence, (7) becomes for n an integer:
The following terminating series can be used for H −1,n :
+ 8a
Particular cases of equation (17) are:
and
As a ↓ 0, we have the following limiting behaviour of these:
The first of these tends to zero as the exponential form exp(−1/a), while succeeding expressions tend to −n/π.
Some Limits of Integrals
Let us first consider the limit as η → 0 of I JJ (b, K, k, η), in the sense of generalised functions. This evaluation is done in a way similar to that followed by Lekner, Appendix B, Chapter 4 [13] . We use the large argument expansion of I b :
where the first omitted term is of order 1/x 5/2 . With a = 1/ √ η tending to infinity, we have in (2) the term
We complete the squares of the exponential arguments in (28) to obtain:
We recognise the terms in (29) corresponding to δ functions:
Hence lim
A term exp(i(b + 1/2)π)δ(k + K) in (31) has been be omitted under the assumption that K + k = 0 can be excluded.
Note that the asymptotic expansion of the integrand in (2) has, with η = 0, the leading term
This then makes the origin of the full expression (31) (with both δ functions included) evident: it is associated with the behaviour of the integrand near the upper limit of integration. We thus expect similar delta function terms to appear whenever the asymptotic development of the integral generates either a cos(Kx) cos(kx) or a sin(Kx) sin(kx) variation. Both these products oscillate ever more rapidly about mean zero as x → ∞ unless k = ±K (in which cases they have mean 1/2 or -1/2). We now turn our attention to the behaviour as η → 0 of
The integrand in (33) increases monotonically as u increases towards the upper limit. We analyse the asymptotic behaviour of the functionĤ(b, k, K, η) by defining v = K/k − u, and bringing all terms on the right-hand side of (33) into a single exponential term. We then expand the argument of the exponential in powers of v. Retaining the zeroth, first and second powers of v we find the approximation:
Mathematica gives an expression for the integral in (34) involving a combination of two imaginary error functions:
Of these two terms, the simpler expression is exponentially larger than the more complicated term. Neglecting the latter, and expanding the result as a power series in η, the first two terms givê
This result, for η → 0, is consistent with the result which comes from applying Watson's expression from p.134 of "A Treatise on the Theory of Bessel Functions" [14] :
where the contribution is solely from the lower limit of the integral, with the oscillating contribution from the upper limit being set (or averaged) to zero. This last comment is made in the context of the theory of distributions, not well established at the time Watson wrote his treatise.
The Series h −1,b
We begin with the expansion (8):
We expand for large l the expression:
In the region of slow convergence of the sum (38), i.e when a << 1, it will then be dominated by the following approximation, for which an exact integral form is available [Prudnikov, Vol.1, 5.2.8.10]:
Note that here we have corrected a typographical error in the upper limit of the integral in (40). It is possible to vary the expansion (39), for example by replacing the term √ l + 1 by √ l + α, where α is a free parameter. One way of choosing α is to make the coefficient of 1/k in (39) go to zero. To achieve this, the choice of α required is α = 2b
We can generalise the sum and integral in (40) as follows:
The derivation of (42) is simple:
where to get the final result the two Gaussian terms have been combined and integrated over. Note that this equality holds for all x > 0, but in the case of interest to us (x < 0) a problem can arise. To see where the problem comes from, we look for the vanishing of the derivative of the integrand with respect to t in (43):
The second possibility in (44) has solutions on the real axis when x < 0 and t 2 = − log(α/|x|). Thus, if the positive quantity α < −x, there will be two maxima, with a minimum at t = 0. In that case, the two peaks correspond to truncated Gaussians, and the equality (43) breaks down.
Somewhat counterintuitively, there is a simple way of overcoming this difficulty. We simply split the integrand into two parts, one even and the other odd in the variable x. It is easily shown that the integrand in each part has a single derivative zero at t = 0, with the following results then holding for all x, positive or negative:
These results have been confirmed numerically, a task easily carried out for α not small. The numerical results in Fig. 1 show that the ratio of the sums or integrals in (45) and (46) tends towards unity as x increases, irrespective of the value of α. This may be readily understood from the ratio of the integrands, tanh(xe −t 2 ), which increases towards unity as x increases, for fixed t. The difference of the sums or integrals tends towards zero in its magnitude as x increases. Fig. 2 shows the sum of the functions (45) and (46) as a function of x for α = 1.5, for both positive and negative x. While the sum increases exponentially for x increasing and positive, it remains small for negative x, and decreases towards zero as x grows more negative.
To obtain an asymptotic form in the region x << 0, we consider the difference function between (45) and (46) in x > 0. This function is 2
and the integrand has its maximum with respect to variation of t when Expanding about t = t m and retaining the Gaussian components, we obtain the approximation
Integrating over the Gaussian approximation we obtain the following estimate for the difference of (45) and (46) in x > 0: 
Extending the Results of McPhedran, Dawes and Scott
The extended set of results comes from use of the interrelations between Bessel functions:
together with the symmetry relationships (6) and (9) .
The first of these is for:
for which
The second comes from replacing b by −b in (52) and (53):
Hence,
The third evaluation concerns:
The right-hand side is expanded using (51) twice, giving the expressions
and so
We can also expand the right-hand side of (58) using (51) only once. Solving, we find
As well,
Integrals over Spherical Bessel Functions
The results in the three preceding sections can be extended to spherical Bessel functions, using the substitutions:
The first integral we consider is
Using the argument from Section 2 expressed in equations (28-30), we have
Hence, lim
The second integral to be considered is (11), which, for b = n + 1/2 gives
Now, from (36),
Also, from (38),
Hence,using the asymptotic estimate (50) with α = 2n 2 + 2n + 1/2, the contribution of this term in (68) goes as
2α log(Kk/(αη)) .
The contribution from this term then goes to zero as η → 0. Hence, the entire contribution to the limit of I jy (n, K, k, η) comes from the lower limit of integration:
The third integral we consider is
Using equation (64), this gives
Note however that the result (74) as it stands is only valid for n = 0, as the integrand in (73) diverges at the lower limit in non-integrable fashion for n ≥ 1. The equation (66) also holds if b is replaced by −b (the leading term in the equations (28-30) being unaffected by this change). Hence, for n = 0,
For n = 0, we have to deal with the lower limit of the integral appropriately (see below). Other integral evaluations also follow from equations (63,64). The first of these comes from I jj (n, K, k, η), and so is symmetric under interchange of K and k: with
then
This integral converges for all n > 0. A similar identity exists for the integral I jym (n, K, k, η), but is not of interest since the integral diverges at its lower limit, even for n = 0. Other identities start from I jy (n, K, k, η), and so will not be symmetric under interchange of K and k. These identify I jym (n, K, k, η) with (−1) n I ymy (n, K, k, η) and (−1) n+1 I jjm (n, K, k, η).
Numerical examples
We now give some examples of spherical Bessel product integrals with Gaussian factors, In each case the analytic formulae have been compared with results obtained by numerical integration in Mathematica, with agreement to all digits quoted in the Table 5 .1. A strongly-localising Gaussian has been used in the examples given, so as to facilitate comparisons with other techniques if desired. Of course, more stringent tests could be achieved by diminishing the value of η; this would necessitate integrating to larger values of x to achieve a satisfactory "killing" of the oscillating integrand. We now give an example of the effectiveness of the Gaussian "killing" function technique: see Fig. 4 . Even with a Gaussian with η only equal to 0.01, the divergent integrand is replaced by one which can be integrated accurately. The numerical integration of the Gaussian form with η = 0.01 gives 0.0164787 − 0.0138487i, for integration with upper limit 80 or beyond. The analytic value for the integral (78) with the upper limit set to infinity is 0.0163332 − 0.0135188i. For η = 0.005, the numerical integral gives 0.0164062 − 0.0136812i, slightly closer to the exact answer, while for η = 0.001, the numerical integration in Mathematica fails . Gaussian:η=0.01 Figure 4 : The effect of a Gaussian "killing" function on I jy : n = 1, k = 1.37, K = 2.96 + 0.457i. At left: without the Gaussian factor, the integrand diverges strongly; at right, with the Gaussian factor with η = 0.01 the integrand converges to zero for large x.
Integrals from R > 0
In the modes associated with the scattering by spheres of a given radius, R say, integrals over all space involve integrands differing in r < R and r > R, with the former being in general non-singular at the origin. The integrals over r < R can be evaluated using the integral already referred to from Watson, p.134:
where C and D are cylinder functions. The integrals over r > R can be dealt with using the same integral:
Both the integrals on the right-hand side are well behaved or have the same singularity at δ = 0, which can be canceled. The problem arising at the upper limit of the first integral has been dealt with already using the limit of Gaussians, so that we know how to deal with both contributions to the integral appropriately.
We thus arrive at the key results of this paper in relation to spherical Bessel integrals:
6 Spherical Bessel function product integrals for resonant state calculations 6 .1 Bessel function integrals for magnetic source E-fields
Regular spherical Bessel function integrals
The integrals we want to calculate are of the type,
One way to write this Bessel function integral with an infinite upper limit is,
Alternative analytic expressions for eq.(83) entirely in terms of Bessel functions of the same order n as the integrand are be obtained by invoking Bessel function derivatives. For finite intervals these expressions are,
while for the infinite interval one obtains,
Bessel function recurrence relations readily show that eqs. (84) and (86) are just alternate expressions of the same quantity. Special attention needs to be paid to the case K = k, where eqs. (84) and (6.1.1) encounter problems. The following alternative expression may be established:
where ψ n (x) ≡ xj n (x) are the Ricatti Bessel functions. This result gives the following definite integrals,
A comparison of eqs. (86), (87) and (88b) above allows us to conclude that,
The veracity of eq.(89) may be verified by the method of Section 3. An important special case of the above integrals is the orthogonality of the free-space wave functions,
Spherical Neumann integrals
The spherical Neumann functions are ill-defined when their argument goes to zero, but one can still evaluate integrals not involving the origin. Notably, one has,
while the expression for the definite integral using Neumann function derivatives is,
Arguing in analogy with eq.(87) that,
the L → ∞ limit of eq.(92) then reads,
which one can verify is just another way of writing eq.(91). One can again evaluate the K → k of the second term on the right hand side of eq.(92) with the expression,
where χ n (z) = xy n (z) are Ricatti Neumann functions. Finite integrals of the Neumann functions squared are then,
Another remark is that all the finite domain integrals hold even if K and k are complex valued.
Mixed Bessel-Neumann integrals
For the mixed Bessel-Neumann integrals one can extend the lower bound to zero and we have,
while the indefinite integrals are,
where the lack of a delta-function contribution is important. We can also obtain the results for limits of
with a particularly simple result for the indefinite integral,
Spherical Hankel function integrals
Recalling that the spherical Hankel functions are defined,
this means,
Consequently, regardless of our interpretation of the delta functions, δ (K − k), with complex values of K and k, they are going to cancel for the Hankel function integrals to leave us with,
which are precisely the results needed for normalization and orthogonalization.
Bessel function integrals for electric type fields

Bessel and Neumann product integrals
For electric type fields, the integrals that one needs to evaluate are (for regular fields), d 3 rN n,m (Kr) · N n,m (kr) = n (n + 1) j n (Kx) j n (kx) + ψ n (Kx) ψ n (kx) Kk dx ,
but also carry out the analogous integrals for outgoing partial waves with the Bessel j n functions replaced by outgoing Hankel functions, h n , and the ψ n (z) = zj n (z) replaced by ξ n (z) = zh n (z). For finite integrals with K = k one finds, L R n (n + 1) j n (Kx) j n (kx) + ψ n (Kx) ψ n (kx) Kk dx = Kψ n (KL) ψ n (kL) − kψ n (kL) ψ n (KL)
R 0 n (n + 1) j n (Kx) j n (kx) + ψ n (Kx) ψ n (kx) Kk dx
A finite integral for K = k is, 
In the L → ∞ limit, the first term on the right hand side of the last line vanishes, while the second term yields a delta function once again through,
and we arrive at the required indefninte integral, ∞ R n (n + 1) j n (Kx) j n (kx) + ψ n (Kx) ψ n (kx) Kk dx
The same procedure for y n product integrals yields, ∞ R n (n + 1) y n (Kx) y n (kx) + χ n (Kx) χ n (kx) Kk dx
Hankel product integrals
The Hankel function integrals that we need for field normalization are, ∞ R n (n + 1) h n (Kx) h n (kx) + ξ n (Kx) ξ n (kx) Kk dx = − Kξ n (KR) ξ n (kR) − kξ n (kR) ξ n (KR)
and ,
[ξ n (kR)] 2 + ξ 2 n (kR) − n (n + 1) ξ 2 n (kR) + h n (kR) ξ n (kR) k 2 .
(111b)
Conclusions
The analytic expressions we have given involving products of Bessel functions combined with a Gaussian term are easily verified numerically, and this has been done for the results given here. The results obtained analytically for integrals with the Gaussian having tended to a constant may also be tested numerically, as was exemplified in Section 5.1. Another test, which will be reported on in a future publication, is provided by residue calculus of field scattering amplitudes, which provides a second route to mode normalisation factors. In fact, these two analytic approaches agree completely.
